Introduction
The aim of this article is to develop a discussion of Menzerath's law from the point of view of information theory. More precisely, we shall seek for links between the law and the recently abstracted mathematical problem of the smallest grammar (Kieffer & Yang 2000 , Charikar et al. 2005 ). The Altmann-Menzerath law is a general statement about the natural language constructions which says:
The longer a construction, the shorter are its constituents.
(1)
For example, the average number of phonemes in a syllable of a word having n syllables decreases with n (Menzerath 1928 , Altmann 1980 . Analogical regularity was observed for a number of other linguistic entities.
Similarly to Zipf's law, law (1) is not restricted to human language. It has also been observed in DNA and in the social behavior of animals (Altmann & Schwibbe 1989) . Such omnipresence needs explanation. Possibly, Zipf's and Menzerath's laws may be given many good explanations depending on the context where they are found. Three simple models by Mandelbrot (1953) , Simon (1955) , and Miller (1957) inspired multiple explanations of Zipf's law. Less work, however, was done on conceiving analogical models for Menzerath's law (Köhler 1989) . Despite some similarity of wording, law (1) has nothing to do with regression towards the mean (Galton 1886).
A new idea for explaining Zipf's and Menzerath's laws comes with the concept of the smallest grammar for a text (Dębowski 2004d) . Consider context-free grammars that generate exactly one string, such as
where A 0 is the start symbol. Grammars generating only one string will be called admissible, after Kieffer & Yang (2000) . A given string can be generated by many distinct admissible grammars. We can try discriminating between them on the basis of their length. For string g i consisting of terminal and nonterminal symbols, let length |g i | be the number of symbols, e.g. |A 3 _to_you| = 8. Kieffer & Yang (2000) defined the length of a grammar as the total length of its right-hand sides,
For example, we have |G| = 45 for grammar G in (2). An admissible grammar is called the smallest grammar for a string if it generates the string and has the minimal length. For any string, an example of the smallest grammar can be computed in the exponential time. Nevertheless, there exist fast algorithms which find some local minima of |G| or local minima of the length of grammar's binary encoding (Charikar et al. 2005) . These algorithms return grammars of diverse properties, which we shall call together vaguely "locally smallest grammars".
Long before Kieffer & Yang (2000) , Wolff (1980) , Nevill & Manning (1996) , and DeMarcken (1996) computed some locally smallest grammars for corpora of texts in English and Chinese. They observed that many nonterminals of the grammars can be interpreted as the occurrences of syllables, morphemes, words, and fixed phrases. Although these grammars are not sufficient for computational linguists' needs, we think that they could inspire fruitful collaboration between quantitative linguists and information theorists.
In parallel to researching quantitative laws for deeply rethought formal linguistic entities, we propose investigating the analogical laws for nonterminals of locally smallest grammars. There are two reasons for this:
1. Locally smallest grammars can be computed for any string. One can compare structural complexity of very different strings: human texts, music, DNA, deemed extraterrestrial messages, expansions of π, e, etc. 2. Some properties of locally smallest grammars can be analyzed mathematically. Linguists can interest specialists in probability calculus and theoretical computer science and possibly get some interpretations.
In the following two sections, we contribute to the sketched research program. In section 2, we define an analog of Menzerath's law for admissible grammars. In section 3, we check if the analog holds for two texts in English and Polish and two random strings of the same length. 
where V W is the number of word types and V S is the number of syllable types. The average number of phonemes in a syllable of an n-syllable word is
Menzerath's law holds for the text if C(n) decreases with n. Now, let G be an arbitrary admissible grammar. We can write it in the form of
where W i are nonterminals appearing at least once in string w 1 w 2 . . . w N(T ) , and S j are nonterminals appearing at least once in some string
, and a j1 a j2 . . . a jN(S j ) may consist of both terminals and nonterminals while the final three dots in (6) stand for the possible remaining rules in the grammar. We will say that Menzerath's law holds for grammar G if certain function C(n) constructed for G decreases with n. We require that C(n) satisfy (5) The answers may depend on algorithm A and extension C(n). We cannot refute the possibility that given some algorithms A and extensions C(n), Menzerath's law for A(T ) is a tautology. Such a case would not be singular. Recently, we have recognized a tautology in the linguistically important inequality dealt by Dębowski (2005) . The inequality reads
where G is an irreducible grammar -see Kieffer & Yang (2000) , section 3.2, for the definition -, V ν is the number of all nonterminal types in G, and V τ is the number of terminal types. Each irreducible grammar satisfies (7) since any concatenation of two symbols can occur in its right-hand sides only once. There exists an irreducible smallest grammar for every string. What happens if the string produced by the grammar is some human text counting N characters (terminals)? Assuming that language production has constant entropy rate h > 0 (Shannon 1950), we obtain |G| ≥ hN/ log N from inequalities |G| log |G| ≥ hN and |G| ≤ N (Dębowski 2005) . On the other hand, (7) implies V ν +V τ ≥ −1 + |G| 1/2 . Combining the inequalities yields
Guided by Wolff and his successors, we could speculate that V ν or V ν + V τ is proportional to the number of distinct words in the text. Then, we would recognize in (8) the well known power-law inequality for vocabulary growth (Kuraszkiewicz & Łukaszewicz 1951 , Guiraud 1954 , Herdan 1964 . Dębowski (2005) derived a power-law inequality for V ν as an effect of a similar hypothetical power-law inequality for excess entropy of human narration (Hilberg 1990) . Such inequality for excess entropy would be a symptom of long memory in the narration. Nevertheless, (8) is true even for an algorithmically random (∼ "structureless") string T with entropy rate h > 0. Even for such a string, the smallest irreducible grammar is very different from trivial grammar G = {A 0 → T }. We hope that this paradox will inspire the theory of grammar-based coding, initiated by Kieffer & Yang (2000) .
Experiments
Let us present a short survey of several statistics for locally smallest grammars. We considered four input texts of similar length: Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift (in English), W pustyni i w puszczy by Henryk Sienkiewicz (in Polish), and the unigram model versions of both novels (i.e. the strings of characters tossed according to their frequencies in the novels). The texts were turned into lower case. Spaces were preserved but punctuation deleted.
For each text we computed two grammars: a longest matching grammar (LMG) defined by Kieffer & Yang (2000) and a biased LMG (BLMG), which is our modification. LMG is built from the trivial grammar G = {A 0 → T } by iterative introduction of rules A n → γ, where γ is the longest substring with |γ| > 1 appearing at least twice in grammar's right-hand sides. The rules are added until there is no such string. LMG is irreducible and obeys (7)- (8).
In contrast, BLMG is built from the trivial grammar by iterative introduction of rules A n → γ, where γ is the longest substring with |γ| > lg n + 2 appearing > (|γ| + 1)/(|γ| − lg n − 2) times. The final grammar G minimizes locally the length of a naive binary representation of G rather than |G| itself.
In Table 1 , we resume basic statistics of the texts and grammars. Parameters of (B)LMG clearly distinguish the original novels from the unigram Key: 1k = 1000; N τ (V τ ) = number of character tokens (types); N W (V W ) = number of word tokens (types) meant as space-to-space strings; L >1 = length of the longest repeated string; |G| = length of the grammar; V ν = number of nonterminal types; P = parsing rate, i.e., P = 1 − N 0τ /N τ , where N 0τ = number of terminal tokens in the start rule of the grammar.
model texts. Parsing rate P and nonterminal vocabulary V ν of BLMG are about 100 times smaller for the random texts than for the nonrandom ones. In contrast, LMG nonterminal vocabulary for unigram texts is almost twice as big as for the novels. This is not puzzling in view of (8) since entropy rate for the latter texts is less.
In Figures 1 and 2 , we present the graphs of functions supposed to satisfy Menzerath's and Zipf's laws in the ideal case. In the upper plots, C (B)LMG (n) are computed for (B)LMG as defined in the previous section. The baseline is
where γ i are consecutive space-to-space strings in the input text. Vowel clusters are defined operationally as clusters of letters ieaouyęąó. The lower plots in Figures 1 and 2 depict rank-frequency distributions. Value f ideal (r) is the frequency of r-th ranked space-to-space string appearing in the input text. Value f (B)LMG (r) is the frequency of r-th ranked nonterminal appearing in string γ, where A 0 → γ is the start rule of (B)LMG.
The respective plots for Gulliver's Travels and W pustyni i w puszczy are similar. There is, however, a huge difference between the plots for LMG and BLMG. C LMG (n) for the original novels does not decrease. Other functions C . . . (n) decrease for n < 8 -they obey Menzerath's law in that range. As for the rank-frequency distributions, the tail of f ideal (r) exhibits ZipfMandelbrot power-law. In this case, random texts do not differ from nonrandom ones, as noticed by Miller (1957) . On the other hand, functions f LMG (r) and f BLMG (r) do not exhibit the power-law in the tail. The plot of f LMG (r) in log-log scale is close to a straight line in the middle range for the original novels but it consists of two large humps for the unigram texts. One lesson from the presented data is that even simple statistics of two locally smallest gram- 
